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1 Some starting points. 

Applied force [N]

Average Tension stress [N/mm2]

Average Compressive stress [N/mm2]

Material properties ( linear, static)

Model simplifications ( CTC is a rectangular beam, rotation

symmetry, no support of inner winding to core, no combination of stresses)

Forces stress distribution in materials
(average, maximum)

Mechanical calculations performed by electrical engineers
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Where does this chair usually fail

Local high tension stress 

Crossover



2 Epoxy bonded CTC is 3-D mechanical construction NOT equivalent with a rectangular copper strip

r : radius of strand

t1           : radial width of strand

t1 – 2*r  : flat part on radial width of strand

t1-2*r
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Radial direction

Radial spacer winding Axial spacer winding

4 3 2 1

Spacer

5 6 7 8 Oil gap and distributed contacts

12 11 10 9

13 14 15 16

Axial force from conductor via spacer to conductor

Radial force translated into hoop stress from

conductor via distributed contacts to conductor

4 3 2 1 Spacer

5 6 7 8 Oil gap

12 11 10 9

13 14 15 16

Axial force conductor to conductor

Radial force translated into hoop stress 

from conductor via spacer to conductor
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Axial direction of radial spacer winding - a “static” pressure test

(11//1.8x10.45-L-Ep)10p

80 < Rp0,2 < 120   N/mm2

M11 (80 N/mm2) 

and 

M12 (100 N/mm2)

4 3 2 1

Spacer

5 6 7 8 Oil gap and distributed contacts

12 11 10 9

13 14 15 16

Axial force from conductor via spacer to conductor

Radial force translated into hoop stress from

conductor via distributed contacts to conductor
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3   A winding is not rotation symmetric ( but it is round!!! )   Some examples of short circuit test results

Cross overs in disk windings

Radial spacer winding Axial spacer winding

Radial buckling in radial spacer winding Axial buckling in an axial spacer winding
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Transposition of two conductors INSIDE an single layer helical winding with axial spacers
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Pitch in low voltage single layer helical winding of a rectifier transformer

On average it did not move !!!!
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Crossover between two layers at axial end of winding
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The S-bend is compressed and becomes more like a Z-bend.

The total length of the conductor does not change.



Transposition of strands in CTC – an epoxy bonded CTC is NOT a rectangular copper bar.

Static buckling test of 
paperless conductor
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Unwinding forces or spiralling forces in a ( two-layer ) low voltage winding of a generator step up transformer

1 The radial Lorentz force is “transferred” into compressive hoop stress in the turns of the copper conductor

2 At the end of the last turn, the hoopstress has to be transferred to the pitchring.

3 The last turn and the pitchring should be mechanical fixed to the the winding, which requires friction.

4 Winding under pressure ( press construction + axial short circuit pressure ) to obtain high friction force

5 If not good enough transfer of hoopstress, there will be a radial directed inward force at the bend. Some

insulation support required in direction to the core, in case of………… 
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4 The Anderson software

Cigre working group 12.19 ( brochure 209 ) stated : Calculate Lorentz force ( radial and axial ) per conductor 

What does the software programs ( like Anderson ) do?!

But the related question should be : 

What do you put in 

and

what comes out??
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Remark :

Segments are magnetic independent 

but 

mechanical NOT independent.



Material properties and Model simplificationsForces
stress distribution in materials
(average and maximum)
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What comes out : Average Lorentz forces in a segment               and a nice 2D-field plot.



Material properties and Model simplificationsForces stress distribution in materials
(average and maximum)
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Static stress-strain property of homogenous material under a homogenous load



Material properties and Model simplifications
Forces stress distribution in materials

(average and maximum)
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Average Lorentz force 

in a segment

Static stress-strain property 

of homogenous material

under a homogenous load

X

Y

Criteria : X/Y < …..



5 Conclusion

Transformer failure during a short circuit event, is due to, local high stress on the conductor and or insulation.

AND

Transformer does not age due to the winding temperature, but due to, local high temperature in the insulation paper of a conductor, 

called hot spot.

The short circuit withstand criteria can not determined by some simple formula’s and where calculated numbers are presented in a

(spreadsheet) table as in Annex A of IEC 60076-5. That is an oversimplification of all the existing knowledge and it neglects all design 

and manufacturing experiences at the individual production facilities of the different manufacturers. 

Remark : By accident recently some transformers, build according IEC 60076-5 – 2005, had a short circuit event and failed. Based on 

the measured peak currents the units complied by far with the numbers of Annex A. Why did the transformers fail??

The theoretical evaluation of the short circuit withstand capability should be based on manufacturers design rules with a solid 

experimental basis. These rules should stem from the analysis either of the results of a number of short-circuit withstand tests on actual 

transformers from the same production facility or the outcome of tests performed on transformer models from the manufacturer.
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